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CONSTELLATION OF OUR COLLABORATION
Our Mission:
The Initiative’s mission is to bring AANHPI health issues to the
forefront so they can be actively addressed and result in the
elimination of health disparities in these communities.
Core Goals of Our Coalition:
• Develop a strong relationship between AANHPI
communities, local government agencies, and elected
officials
• Advocate for Los Angeles County Dept. of Public Health to
recognize, prioritize and address the AANHPI health
disparities in this county.
• Consolidate and coordinate the health work our
organizations are already doing to eliminate duplication,
while also building with our shared resources.
• Analyze and tailor currently-used evidence based strategies
to work for the AANHPI communities we serve.

PURPOSE
• To better understand the various efforts supporting
AANHPI populations in LA County
• To begin the process to outline the ‘constellation’ that
will link our various efforts
• To identify key activities and next steps for 2019:
OUTCOMES
• Better understanding of various AANHPI efforts in LA
County
• Better understanding of the ‘constellation of
collaboration’
• Clear sense of next steps for activities in 2019
PROCESS
 Where are all the Stars at?
Each member shares their current areas of focus related
to API communities
 The Constellation of Collaboration
Types of opportunities to collaborate
 Activating the Constellation!

What We Did
Language access, justice, and
enforcement
Short term: Identify best
practices, how to make it work,
and recommendations on how
to implement
Mid term: Funding fair.
Community funding
opportunities to organizations.
Is it a knowledge gap or
capacity gap. Identifying
AANHPI assets
Long term: Enforcement

We developed 3 collective impact evaluation strategies:
Promotras/Health Educators
Short term: Lung and Learns,
adopt Promotora model,
Involvement in upcoming
health education and
promotora conference
Mid term: Sharing data, datathon
Long term: Build capacity of
communities/ CBOs to sustain
work using different platforms

1) AANHPI Health Summit is organized every other year by the
AANHPI Health Initiative. The 2018 Health Summit, took a
deep dive on current and upcoming funding opportunities for
AANHPI health issues. During our Health Summit we had a
breakout session that discussed a new framework for our
work.
•
•
•

2) Post-conference questionnaire asking participants what they
learned about collective impact. The most common key
learnings were:
•

Networking
Short term: Mingling activities and
planning for 2020 Health Summit
Mid term: How to engage (Part 1)
Long term: How to engage (Part 2)

Support legislative policies
Mid term: Begin discussions
around supporting bills under
unified coalition
Long term: Begin work on
build capacity of communities
and CBOs to sustain policy
support, advocacy and
implementation

Non-Profit Hospitals (CHNA)
Short term: Involvement in
Community Benefit plans
Mid term: Briefing with or for
elected officials/staffers
Long term: How to engage
AANHPI community sessions in
the County

County Department integration
Short term: Conversation on language
issues and health in all other county
departments (i.e. Parks & Rec, DPSS,
Homeless, etc.)
Mid term: 2020 Health Summit
Long term: Check in our 2030 forward
thinking. Combating the model
minority myth

Language access and
Data disaggregation
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Takeaways – strategic sessions and more voice in our work
Understanding collective Impact process and background of our
work
Commitments by all coalition members

•
•

Funders are increasingly interested in cross-sector collaboration,
relationship building, partnerships, especially among smaller
AANHPI organizations
Revenue-generating services is an innovative form of revenue that
many AANHPI nonprofit organizations should build into their
strategic plan
Health disparities and data are powerful tools to advance health
equity

3) 2 strategy retreats to bring back Health Summit participants
and existing coalition members together. Facilitated by our
Health Initiative member, Jon Nomachi from First 5 LA, we
followed a P.O.P. strategy model.

WHERE ARE ALL OUR STARS?

We Count! Count on US!

theme

always keep
in mind

Combating the
model minority myth

Forward thinking…
towards 2030!

Inclusion
our guides
Visibility

Leverage
existing groups

Crosssector

Uplift Community
Voice

In Solidarity

